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The office drive into lake

The 3rd and 4th episodes in the fourth season of the Mifflin InfinityEpisod Office OfEpisode Nos. Season 4Episodes 3/4Directed byCraig ZiskWritten byMichael SchurCinematography byRandall EinhornEditing byDean HollandProduction code 403/404Original air date October 4, 2007[1]Running time42
minutes Of John Ingle's Shortest Appearance as Robert Dunder Episode chronological ← Previous Fun Run Next →Tellection of Office Party (American season 4)Office episode list (American TV series) Dunder Mifflin Infinity is the third and fourth episode and fifty-six and fifty-seven live performances
overall The episode was written by Michael Schur, who also acted in the show, and was directed by Craig Zisk. It was first broadcast in the United States on October 4, 2007 on NBC. [1] In this episode, Ryan Howard (B. J. Novak) returned to his old office and revealed his plans to bring technology to



Dunder Mifflin. Michael Scott (Steve Carell) and Dwight Schrute (Rainn Wilson) are trying to prove that personal touch is better than technology. Meanwhile, Jim Halpert (John Krasinski) and Pam Beesly (Jenna Fischer) reveal their relationship with the rest of the office, Kelly Kapoor (Mindy Kaling)
attempts to be reunited with Ryan, and Dwight and Angela Martin's (Angela Kinsey) ties continue to be broadened. Plot Ryan Howard (B. J. Novak) returns to Scranton, Pennsylvania branch Dunder Mifflin for the first time since his promotion to corporate headquarters. Although she sported more urban
looks and attitudes, she gained little respect than her former colleagues. Ryan introduced Dunder Mifflin Infinity, his initiative to revive the company with new technologies. Michael Scott (Steve Carell) was initially excited about the prospect of getting a BlackBerry, but was warned by Creed Bratton (Creed
Bratton) that the program was a ploy to get rid of older workers. Creed her hair black dye with printer ink in an attempt to convince everyone that she was much younger. Michael held a conference room meeting on the subject of age. To demonstrate that personal interaction is more effective than the new
technology, Michael and Dwight Schrute (Rainn Wilson) decided to go out and win back the customers they lost in the past year with a basket of prizes. Every manager they faces refuses to consider returning to Dunder Mifflin unless the company improves its technology, such as Dunder Mifflin's website.
While driving back to the office, Michael misrepresented the instructions of his car's GPS map system and drove to Lake Scranton. He takes this as further evidence that new technologies are useless because it tries to kill him. After the lake incident, he and Dwight walked back to one of the customers to
awkwardly get back their gift baskets, causing a scene. Meanwhile, Pam Beesly (Jenna Fischer) and Jim Halpert Halpert Krasinski) was revealed as a couple when Toby Flenderson (Paul Lieberstein) distributed a memo about public display of affection. Jim secretly informed Pam that Dwight and Angela
Martin (Angela Kinsey) were dating, only to find out that she already knew. Meanwhile, Dwight tried to make amends over the death of paint Angela Sprinkles by giving a pertraint cat she found in her enclosure, named Trash. Angela rejected the giving. Kelly Kapoor (Mindy Kaling) tries to restart her
relationship with Ryan, an effort she ignored until she told her she was pregnant. After going out for dinner, Ryan learned that Kelly's pregnancy claims were a lie that Kelly used in an attempt to get them back together. Back in office, Ryan asked Pam to create a logo for Dunder Mifflin Infinity. Pam was
excited about the opportunity to use her art background, but Ryan used the logo as an excuse to ask him, which he did in front of Jim. Pam replied that she was dating Jim, who left the new boss carefully embarrassed. The production of the episode was the first episode of the series directed by Craig
Zisk. Zisk previously directed episodes of Nip/Tuck, Weeds, Scrubs, Smallville, and The Single Guy. Dunder Mifflin Infinity was written by Michael Schur, who plays Amish cousin Dwight Mose. [2] For Ryan's new appearance this season, the author originally had B. J. Novak growing goatee. Show runner
and executive producer Greg Daniels decided to have Novak lose his gown, as according to Novak one gown would make Ryan a chump flat-out. And we want it to be more subtle. In addition to her five-hour shadow, Ryan was also seen wearing a black dress. Novak explained that We want him to dress
up as obnoxious as possible. As much black as possible. [3] Dunder Mifflin Infinity went along with a website that was created with the same name. This website is part of the game where Office fans will sign up, and become different employees of the branch. Members of this site will carry out tasks such
as designing logos for companies or making Creed look young again. [4] Dunder Mifflin Infinity's acceptance received 4.5/11 in a 18-49 demographic on Nielsen's assessment. This means that 4.5 per cent of all households with 18 to 49-year-olds living in them watch the episode, and eleven per cent have
their televisions to-be to-channel at any time. The episode was watched by 8.49 million viewers. [5] Dunder Mifflin Infinity received mixed reviews from critics, with Michael driving his car into a lake beheaded by critics and viewers. Christine Fenno's Weekly Entertainment comments that she Michael
seems a little more focused than usual, albeit efficient at moments. And then he drove into the lake. [6] Jack Rodgers, from the TV Guide, says that his favorite things about this episode are parallels that connect three love stories and and obsession with sticking to old methods instead of learning to
change and embrace technology. [7] Leitch of New York criticized the episode, saying that Michael's drive into the bag felt more like the act of a cartoon character, than based on reality. Leitch said that if we could get Michael out of the bag and back in the courtroom with Ryan, we'd have something. [8]
Reference ^ b Dunder Mifflin Infinity | Season 4 | 10/11/2007. Nbc. October 11, 2007. Diarkibkan from the original on July 10, 2008. Achieved on July 3, 2008. ↑ Dos Santos, Kristin; Jennifer Godwin (April 29, 2008). Office Scoop on Finale and Spinoff (Yay, Mose!). E! Online - Watch with Kristin. Reached
on April 29, 2008. ↑ Dansby, Andrew (October 3, 2007). The label temp is eternal/ Ryan is still Ryan to his colleagues and audience Officials. The Houston Chronicle. Achieved on July 21, 2008. ↑ Tasks. Nbc. Reached on July 21, 2008. ↑ TV Broadcast For Thursday, October 4, 2007. Your Entertainment
Now. Reached on October 4, 2007. ↑ PDA problem. Entertainment Weekly. October 5th, 2007. Achieved on July 21, 2008. ↑ Breaking Up is Hard to Do. TV guide. October 5th, 2007. Diarkibkan from the original on March 7, 2008. Achieved on July 21, 2008. ↑ Officials: Monkey Business Is Too Much.
York. October 5th, 2007. Achieved on July 21, 2008. Dunder Mifflin Infinity's outer link in NBC.com Dunder Mifflin Infinity on IMDb Dunder Mifflin Infinity at TV.com dundermifflininfinity.com in the Wayback Machine (archive 2012-04-12) Taken from Pam attracts more &amp; Jim got in front of CarIn
Thompson Gundrilling Inc.13850 Saticoy StreetVan Nuys, CAAfter left the office in the Fun Run, Pam withdrew and took Jim.The same location was seen once again from across the street during the race. Toby on main street &amp; Ethel AvenueSherman Oaks, CAPam buys lights at garaj sale5306
Longridge AvenueSherman Oaks, CA (thanks to Iamnotastalker)Finished lineEntrance to North Hollywood Rec Center11430 Chandler Blvd.North Hollywood, CADwight &amp; Angela's dateThe Lodge in Malibou Lake29033 Lake Vista Dr.Agoura, CAIn Dunder Mifflin Infinity Dwight and Angela go on
dates at Malibou Lake Vista Dr.Agoura, CAIn Dunder Mifflin Infinity Dwight and Angela go on dates at Malibou Lake This location can also be seen in the original Berkembar Peak series. Bot RampLake Malibou (contrary to the lodge location above)Agoura Hills, CA (thanks to Iamnotastalker)In Dunder
Mifflin Infinity Michael blames GPS referrals and takes a right turn to Lake Scranton.Schrute Farms/Dwight's HouseOlivia's House Disney's Golden Oak Ranch (Private Property) Disney's Golden Oak Ranch (Private Property), Disney's Golden Oak (Private Property) Disney's Golden Oak Ranch (Private
Property) Disney's Golden Oak Ranch (Private Property) CAIn Wang Jim and Pam can experience Schrute Farm in person when they come here for a romantic getaway. Dwight's BarnRagwing BarnDisney's Golden Oak Ranch Santa Clarita, Clarita, Job13005 Phone Salesman Saticoy StreetNorth
Hollywood, CAMichael secretly took up a job as a phone salesman in Money. Pub21010 Ventura BoulevardWoodland Hills, CAMichael joined the entire office at Poor Richard's to watch two Dunder Mifflin commercials they produced in Local Ads. Dunder Mifflin - Utica Branch (Where Karen works)20525
Nordhoff Street (east entrance from Mason Ave.) San Fernando Valley, CAThis is where Michael, Dwight and Jim impersonate repairs to bomber Karen's office copy machine in Branch War. Detroit Coney Island Chili Dogsnow Fatburger 7615 Reseda BoulevardReseda, CAJim and Pam go here after
dinner party at the Michael condo. Coffee Gallery2029 North Lake AvenueAltadena, CA (thanks to Iamnotastalker)Michael went on a blind date in the Chair Model. Mountain View Cemetery2400 North Fair Oaks AvenueAltadena, CA (thanks to Iamnotastalker)Michael and Dwight pay their respects to the
Chair Model. Ryan's Apartment348 East 62nd StreetNew York, NYAfter wild night, Michael and Dwight brought Ryan back to his New York apartment on Night Out. Job FairMain Gym, Birmingham Community Charter High School17000 Haynes StreetVan Nuys, CAIn Job Fair Dunder Mifflin set up a
booth at the high school work exhibition to recruit several trainees. It also happened to be a former Pam school, and he was seen visiting the art room.  Rooms. 
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